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                    Need A Suggestion? We got You...

                        	Addiction 

·
	Arts 

·
	Asexuality 

·
	Bisexuality 

·
	Blood Ban 

·
	Coming Out 

·
	Conversion therapy 

·
	Cruising 

·
	Disability 

·
	Discrimination 

·
	Education 

·
	Faith & Spirituality 

·
	Fetish & Kink 

·
	Gender identity 

·
	History 

·
	HIV/AIDS 

·
	Human Rights 

·
	Indigenous 

·
	Marriage Equality 

·
	Parenting 

·
	Policing 

·
	Pride 

·
	Race issues 

·
	Sex education 

·
	Social justice 

·
	Trans 

·
	Two-Spirit 

·
	Youth 
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	Activism 
	Identity 
	Politics 
	Dispatches 
	Protest and Pleasure Series 



	Culture 
	Drag Race 
	Books 
	Music 
	Monthly Tune-Up 
	Playlist Q 
	TV & Film 
	Queer Culture Catchup 
	Queer View Mirror 



	Love & Sex 
	Dating 
	Relationships 
	Ask Kai 
	Love Like Mine Essays 



	Health 
	Sexual Health 
	Mental Health 
	Trans Health 
	Reproductive Health 
	Ask an Expert 



	Video 
	After the Sashay 
	Ask Kai: Quickies 
	Inspired 
	Lucky Stars 
	My Queer Kitchen 
	Speed Date 
	Queer Artists in a Pandemic 




            

        



        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            About us
                            Xtra is an online magazine and community platform covering LGBTQ2S+ culture, politics and health. We aim to break boundaries, think outside of binaries and build bridges within our communities and beyond.


                                                    

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
    
        Get free Xtra newsletters

Xtra is being blocked on Facebook and Instagram for Canadians as part of Meta’s response to Bill C18. Stay connected, and tell a friend.
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                        Where to find Xtra

                        With Meta blocking Canadian news, please stay connected to us
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                        Trustworthy news

                        Xtra is the first queer publication to join The Trust Project
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                        Xtra wins gold

                        We were named the best mid-size digital publication in Canada
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                        Drag Race central

                        Herstorian Kevin O’Keeffe’s recaps, rankings and more
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						TV & Film
‘Sue Bird: In the Clutch’ is a love letter to a basketball legend, and to women’s sports
The documentary, which recaps and celebrates Bird’s gilded career, is now available to stream online
By  Lindsay Lee Wallace

[image: Carrie Bradshaw, played by Sarah Jessica Parker, wears a shag sweater and types on her laptop. In the background, under a pink filter, is a grid of queer scenes from Sex and the City.]

						TV & Film
A timeline of surprisingly queer ‘Sex and the City’ episodes
Before Che Diaz, there was Syd—here, we trace the original show’s wayward queerness 
By  Tara-Michelle Ziniuk

[image: Brendan Healy wears a tight white collared shirt and two small hoop earrings. He has short brown hair and a short greying beard. His eyes are blue.]

						Theatre
Brendan Healy on the loneliness of being gay, finding connection in theatre and bringing ‘The Inheritance’ to Toronto
The Canadian Stage artistic director brings Matthew López’s two-part masterpiece to the stage 
By  Christos Tsirbas
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        For more videos

						Video
More than 400 Canadian artists sign open letter against anti-trans policiesAlanis Morissette, Carly Rae Jepsen, Neil Young and Colin Mochrie are among the signatories
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          ‘Don’t just stand there,' solve this Xword
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The Latest


[image: What does ‘RuPaul’s Drag Race UK vs. The World’ Season 2’s ending tell us about its future?]
						Drag Race
What does ‘RuPaul’s Drag Race UK vs. The World’ Season 2’s ending tell us about its future?
It can’t help but feel like “The World” is facing an impossible challenge
By  Kevin O'Keeffe

[image: ‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ Season 16, Episode 13 power ranking: All in the family resemblance]
						Drag Race
‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ Season 16, Episode 13 power ranking: All in the family resemblance
We have our top four, but will they all make it to the finale?
By  Kevin O'Keeffe

[image: ‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ Season 16, Episode 13 recap: Making up in Vegas]
						Drag Race
‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ Season 16, Episode 13 recap: Making up in Vegas
The queens give “RuPaul’s Drag Race Live” dancers a dragged-up makeover
By  Kevin O'Keeffe

[image: Could this week’s Supreme Court abortion pill case affect gender-affirming care?]
						Reproductive Health
Could this week’s Supreme Court abortion pill case affect gender-affirming care?
OPINION: The Comstock Act, a 150-year-old federal obscenity law, has advocates on edge
By  Katelyn Burns

[image: Who’s afraid of trans visibility?]
						Identity
Who’s afraid of trans visibility?
OPINION: On International Transgender Day of Visibility, we must call out Canada’s right for weaponizing the triumph of our visibility
By  Mel Woods

[image: A person with short dark hair is seen from behind; they are facing a birdcage with a lightbulb inside of it.]
						Xtra Explains
‘Gender ideology,’ the new anti-LGBTQ2S+ buzzword, explained
Experts weigh in on what the term tells us about the goals, language and future of the global anti-trans movement 
By  Tobin Ng
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